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Abstract—Software Defined Networking (SDN) separates the
control plane from the data plane to ease network management
and provide flexibility in packet routing. The control plane
interacts with the data plane through the forwarding tables,
usually including a flow table and a group table, at each switch.
Due to high cost and power consumption of Ternary Content
Addressable Memory (TCAM), commodity switches can only
support flow/group tables of limited size, which presents serious
challenge for SDN to scale to large networks. One promising
approach to address the scalability problem is to deploy aggregate
default paths specified by wildcard forwarding rules. However,
the multi-dimensional interaction among numerous system pa-
rameters and performance/scalability considerations makes the
problem of setting up the flow/group tables at all switches for
optimal overall layout of default paths very challenging. This
paper studies the joint optimization of flow/group tables in the
complex setting of large-scale SDNs. We formulate this problem
as an integer linear program, and prove its NP-Hardness.
An efficient algorithm with bounded approximation factors is
proposed to solve the problem. The properties of our algorithm
are formally analyzed. We implement the proposed algorithm on
an SDN testbed for experimental studies and use simulations for
large-scale investigation. The experimental results and simulation
results demonstrate high efficiency of our proposed algorithm.

Index Terms—Software Defined Networks, Default Paths, Load
Balancing, Flow Table, Group Table.

I. INTRODUCTION

Software defined networking (SDN) separates the control
and data planes to different devices. Consisting of one or a
cluster of controllers, the control plane provides centralized
management by installing proper forwarding rules on switches.
The switches, which comprise the data plane of an SDN,
perform packet forwarding based on the installed rules. Thanks
to SDN’s flexibility in network management and capability in
rapid deployment of new functionalities, there is an increasing
interest of deploying SDN in different networking environ-
ments, such as wide-area networks [1], and data centers [2].

In an SDN network, the control plane interacts with the
data plane through the forwarding tables. As specified in the
OpenFlow standard [3], each SDN switch usually has two
forwarding tables for installing rules: the flow table and the
group table. Each entry in the flow table (also called flow
entry) specifies an action for flows that match the fields in the
entry. Each entry in the group table (also called group entry)
can specify more than one action. A flow entry may refer to a
group entry in order to apply multiple actions to its matching

flows; this mechanism can be used to support more complex
operations, such as multi-path forwarding and multicasting [4].

One serious challenge faced by SDN is that the sizes
of flow/group tables are very limited on today’s commod-
ity switches. Broadcom Trident [5] has only 4k flow en-
tries and 1k group entries. Moreover, the limited num-
ber of flow/group entries may have to be shared by rout-
ing/performance/measurement/security functions that are im-
plemented on the same chip. For example, if the controller
expects some flows to be processed by middleboxes, there
should install extra rules for these flows on switches [6] [7].
Hence, the memory for storing forwarding rules is often small,
which is a limiting factor on the scalability of the network. Yet,
large SDN networks are experiencing more and more flows.
For example, in a practical data center network with 1,500
server clusters [8], the average arrival rate reaches 100k flows
per second. If we perform per-flow routing (i.e., one flow entry
for each flow), it will require tens of thousands of flow entries
at each switch. Since the switches do not have enough flow
entries for so many flows, we have to reject some flows [9]
or replace existing entries in the table with new forwarding
rules, which causes churns and increases the controller load
to repetitively deploy paths for the same flows. Therefore, per-
flow routing is impractical for large-scale networks [10] [11].

To address the size limitation of the flow/group tables, an
interesting idea is to deploy aggregate routing (or default
paths) specified by wildcard rules. For example, we may
perform prefix aggregate routing (instead of per-flow routing),
where flows with the same address prefix will share a common
path. As a result, it requires fewer flow entries for all flows.
However, since all flows that match a flow entry will always
be forwarded to a same next hop, it may cause imbalance
in traffic load distribution, where some paths are congested
while alternative paths are left under-utilized [1]. One may
say that we can combine aggregate routing and per-flow
routing to avoid load imbalance. However, our simulation
results show that the number of required flow entries for
the combined routing scheme is still unacceptable for many
commodity switches, especially with a large number of flows.
To choose some large (or elephant) flows for per-flow routing
[12], we need to know the traffic intensity of all flows in the
network. Thus, the flow statistics collection (FSC) is necessary.
However, it is time-consuming and resource-intensive for FSC
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in a large-scale dynamic network [11]. Thus, the aggregate
routing (or combined with per-flow routing) may not work
well for many practical applications.

The idea of multi-path routing holds great promise of solv-
ing the dilemma between the desire for network performance
and the practical limitation in the number of forwarding rules.
To support multi-path forwarding, a flow entry may refer to
a group entry, in which multiple next hops are specified. The
matching flows will be randomly dispatched to the multiple
downstream paths [13] [14]. ECMP is a widely used multi-
path routing protocol in large-scale networks as it provides
load balancing over equal cost paths through group tables [15].
However, ECMP performs poorly in asymmetric topologies,
which are common topologies in today’s networks due to
link failures and heterogeneous network components [14].
Moreover, ECMP does not consider the detailed method to
install group entries for multi-path routing. Since the number
of group entries is less than the number of flow entries, and
the number of processing rules (i.e., action buckets specified
in OpenFlow) supported by each group entry is limited, how
to efficiently use these group entries is also a challenge.
Therefore, alternative solutions adapted to both asymmetric
and symmetric topologies under group table size and action
buckets constraints are in urgent need.

The prior works [13] [14] [15] have focused on multi-path
packet forwarding operations at the switches after the wild-
card forwarding rules are installed. This paper addresses the
complementary problem at the controller on how to optimally
decide the default paths for all flows and the corresponding
flow/group rules at all switches. This is a fundamental and
complex problem that directly affects network performance.

It is highly desired to reduce the number of entries that are
used to support default paths, so that more flow entries can be
reserved for supporting other policies (e.g., middlebox deploy-
ment, management and security [6]) and more group entries
can be used for other purposes such as multicasting [4]. This is
however a difficult undertaking. To address this challenge, we
study the joint optimization of flow table and group table in a
large-scale network. We formulate this problem as an integer
linear program, and prove its NP-hardness. A rounding-based
algorithm with bounded approximation factors is proposed to
solve the problem. The properties of the algorithm are formally
analyzed. We implement the proposed algorithm on an SDN
testbed for experimental studies and use simulations for large-
scale investigation. The experimental results and simulation
results show that, under the same number of flow entries, our
method can achieve better network performance than ECMP
while reducing the use of group entries about 70%. Besides,
with additional 10% group entries, our method can reduce link
load ratio about 13% compared with DevoFlow while reducing
the use of flow entries about 60%.

II. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Network Model
A software defined network typically consists of three

device sets: a cluster of controllers; an SDN switch set,

V = {v1, ..., vn}, with n = |V |; and a terminal set,
U = {u1, ..., um}, with m = |U |. The controllers are
responsible for route selection of all flows in the network and
will not participate in the packet forwarding. These switches
and terminals comprise the data/forwarding plane of an SDN.
Thus, on the view of the data plane, the network topology can
be modeled by a directed graph G = (U ∪ V,E), where E is
the directed link set in the network. For ease of expression, let
c(e) and E(v) denote the capacity of link e ∈ E and the set
of links outgoing from switch v ∈ V in graph G, respectively.

The OpenFlow specification (from the earlier version 1.1
to the latest version 1.5.1 ) defines two main types of tables
in the logical switch architecture: the Flow Table and Group
Table. In an SDN, each controller will interact with switches
through the flow table and group table. More specifically, if a
switch can match an incoming packet with a particular flow
entry, the action specified by this flow entry will be performed.
If no matched flow entry is found, the switch will report
the header packet of this flow to the controller, which then
determines the flow’s route and installs the forwarding rules
on the switches along this path. In order to support multi-path
forwarding or multicast, a group table is necessary. Due to the
high price of Ternary Content Addressable Memory (TCAM),
the forwarding table size of an SDN switch is usually limited.
For example, most commodity switches contain less than 4k
flow entries [11] and 1k group entries [5]. Even the high-end
Broadcom Trident2 chipset only supports 16k flow entries [9],
which is not enough for per-flow routing in most large-scale
networks.

B. Interaction between Flow/group Tables
We introduce the operational interaction between the flow

table and group table. When a flow reaches a switch, the
header packet will be matched with entries in the flow table.
If there is a matched entry, the packet will be processed based
on the Instructions field of this flow entry, such as dropping
or forwarding to a certain port. Meanwhile, it may refer to a
specific group entry, which mainly contains Group Identifier
and Action Buckets fields. Specifically, the Group Identifier
field uniquely identifies the group entry, and the Action Buckets
field specifies the complex operational rules for the matched
flow(s). A group table is unable to work without the help of a
flow table. That is, a group entry will be matched and executed
only if a flow entry uses an appropriate instruction that refers
to its group identifier. Due to space limit, the reader can refer
to [3] for detailed description of the group table.

C. Default Paths by Joint Optimization of Flow Table and
Group Table (DP-JFG)

This section provides a more precise description of the
DP-JFG problem. Similar to [10] [11] [16], we assume that
the controllers have pre-deployed aggregate paths based on
destination terminals (e.g., OSPF-based paths). That is, each
switch has installed a flow entry for each destination. Thus,
the number of occupied flow entries for default paths on each
switch is nearly equal to the number of terminals in U , which
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is usually less than the number of flow entries. Note that our
proposed algorithm and theorems are also applicable for other
schemes of pre-deployed paths except terminal-based OSPF
(e.g., prefix-match paths based on rack or edge switch). It will
be discussed in Section III-D.

In this paper, we do not consider per-flow routing. For
simplicity, all flows with the same source and destination will
be aggregated into one macroflow. The set of all macroflows in
the network is denoted by Γ. Let Γu denote all the macroflows
with the same destination u ∈ U . Due to the prior work of
traffic matrix estimation on SDNs [17], it is reasonable to
assume that the controller knows the traffic demand, denoted
by f(γ), of each marcoflow γ ∈ Γ. We use Pγ to represent
a set of feasible paths from source to destination for each
macroflow γ ∈ Γ. These paths can be pre-computed based
on the network topology and dynamically updated at the
controller by an OSPF-like protocol after link state information
is collected from all switches. When computing the feasible
paths, if there exist network policies, we should take these
policies into consideration [6]. Hence, we assume that if
there is any user-specified policy, the pre-computed paths will
conform. We further discuss Pγ in Section III-A.

As described in Section II-B, if more than one default path
for the same destination is deployed, we need to use group
entries on some switches. When a group entry is installed,
we should specify each action bucket and its weight. Since
each action bucket is expressed by an outgoing port (i.e.,
an outgoing link) for packet forwarding, the weight for each
action bucket is also called the link weight in the following
description. For simplicity, let G(v) denote the number of
available group entries for deploying default paths on an SDN
switch v. Since some group entries should be reserved for
other applications, such as multicast and broadcast, G(v) is
less than the maximum number of group entries on a switch
v [4]. After installing the group entries, some flow entries
(mainly for instructions fields) should be accordingly modified.
For each macroflow, we will add some (or zero) feasible paths
as default paths subject to following two constraints. (1) The
number of required group entries on each switch should not
exceed G(v). (2) Due to the capacity limitation, we assume
that each group entry can only support up to h operations. For
example, h is 4 for the Broadcom Trident switch [5]. Note that,
the number of required flow entries on switch v is related with
the number of terminals (edge switches or tacks) in a network.
Thus, we do not consider the flow table size constraint. Our
objective is to achieve load balancing in a network.

Fig. 1: Illustration of variable Iuv,p. The OSPF path from v1 to u2

is v1 → v3 → u2. There are two paths from u1 to u2, p1 = u1 →
v1 → v3 → u2 and p2 = u1 → v1 → v2 → v3 → u2. The next hop
of v1 on p2 is v2, which does not overlap with the OSPF path from
v1 to u2, so Iu2

v1,p2 = 1. On the contrary, for path p1, Iu2
v1,p1 = 0.

We will formulate the DP-JFG problem as an integer linear
program. Let variable ypγ ∈ [0, 1] denote the traffic proportion
of macroflow γ through path p. Variable xu

e ∈ {0, 1} denotes
whether some traffic forwarded to terminal u will pass through
link e ∈ E or not. We use variable guv ∈ {0, 1} to denote
whether the macroflow set Γu contributes a unit towards the
group table size constraint on switch v ∈ V or not. Let Iuv,p
be a binary constant as follows: if the next hop of switch
v on path p overlaps with the OSPF path from switch v to
destination u, we set Iuv,p = 0, which means that there is no
need to install a group entry on switch v; otherwise Iuv,p = 1.
An example is presented in Fig. 1 to explain this variable. We
assume that the OSPF path from switch v1 to terminal u2 is
v1 → v3 → u2. There are two feasible paths from u1 to u2,
p1 = u1 → v1 → v3 → u2, and p2 = u1 → v1 → v2 → v3 →
u2. For switch v1, its next hop switch on p2 is v2, which does
not overlap with the OSPF path from switch v1 to terminal u2,
so Iu2

v1,p2
= 1. That means, when path p2 is selected as one of

default paths, a group entry should be installed on switch v1.
On the contrary, the next hop of switch v1 on p1 is v3, which
overlaps with the OSPF path from switch v1 to terminal u2,
so Iu2

v1,p1
= 0. We formulate the DP-JFG problem as follows:

min λ

S.t.

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∑
p∈Pγ

ypγ = 1, ∀γ ∈ Γ

ypγ ≤ xu
e , ∀e ∈ p, p ∈ Pγ , γ ∈ Γu

∑
e∈E(v)

xu
e ≤ h, ∀v ∈ V, u ∈ U

∑
v∈p:p∈Pγ

Iuv,p · ypγ ≤ guv , ∀γ ∈ Γu, u ∈ U, v ∈ V

∑
u∈U

guv ≤ G(v), ∀v ∈ V
∑
γ∈Γ

∑
e∈p:p∈Pγ

ypγf(γ) ≤ λc(e), ∀e ∈ E

ypγ ∈ [0, 1], ∀p ∈ Pγ , γ ∈ Γ

xu
e , g

u
v ∈ {0, 1}, ∀u ∈ U, v ∈ V

(1)
The first set of equations represents that each macroflow

will be forwarded through one or several feasible paths from
source to destination. The second set of inequalities denotes
whether fraction of traffic forwarded to terminal u will pass
through link e or not. The third set of inequalities denotes that
all traffic from set Γu should be forwarded by no more than
h ports on switch v. The fourth set of inequalities denotes
that we need to install a group entry for macroflow γ ∈ Γu

on switch v if some traffic of γ ∈ Γu passes through non-
OSPF default paths on switch v (i.e., Iuv,p = 1). The next
two sets of inequalities indicate the group table size and link
capacity constraints, respectively. Our objective is to achieve
load balancing on all links, that is, min λ.

Theorem 1: The DP-JFG problem is NP-hard.
We show that the multi-commodity flow with minimum con-
gestion problem [18] is a special case of DP-JFG. Due to space
limit, we omit the detailed proof here.
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III. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION

Due to the NP-hardness, it is difficult to optimally solve
the DP-JFG problem in polynomial time. This section presents
an approximate algorithm, called RBDP, for DP-JFG (Section
III-A). We analyze the approximation performance of the pro-
posed algorithm (Section III-B). Then, we give the complete
description of RBDP so as to satisfy the group table size
constraint (Section III-C). Finally, we give some discussion
on our algorithm (Section III-D).

A. Rounding-Based Algorithm
In this section, we design a rounding-based algorithm (RB-

DP) for deploying efficient default paths. As in Eq. (1), there is
a feasible path set for each macroflow γ. However, the number
of feasible paths connecting two terminals may be exponential.
Moreover, as our default path scheme is destination-oriented,
feasible paths for different macroflows to the same destination
may lead to forwarding loop. To achieve the trade-off between
algorithm complexity and network performance, same as [9],
we only construct some of feasible paths for each macroflow.
These feasible paths may be the shortest paths between ter-
minals, which can be found by depth-first search. Since we
consider the shortest paths for each macroflow, the forwarding
loop can be avoided. For macroflow γu′,u from u′ to u, if there
is few (e.g., only one) feasible paths, we will add other feasible
paths to set Pγu′,u as follows: for each terminal t ∈ U , we
add the feasible path set Pγt,u to a directed graph Gu. Given
a sub-shortest path p for macroflow γu′,u, after we add path p
to graph Gu, there are two cases. If there is no loop in graph
Gu, which means that p will not lead to forwarding loop, we
add this path to Pγu′,u . Otherwise, we remove p from Gu. To
decrease time complexity, the computation of feasible paths is
only triggered by topology changes.

To solve the integer linear program in Eq. (1), the algorithm
first constructs a linear program as a relaxation of the DP-JFG
problem. More specifically, DP-JFG assumes that the traffic of
each macroflow γ can be forwarded through at most h ports
(or outgoing links) on each switch. In the relaxed version,
the traffic of each macroflow γ can be arbitrarily split on any
switch v and the number of required group entries is permitted
to be fractional. We formulate the linear program LP1.

min λ

S.t.

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∑
p∈Pγ

ypγ = 1, ∀γ ∈ Γ

∑
v∈p:p∈Pγ

Iuv,py
p
γ ≤ guv , ∀γ ∈ Γu, u ∈ U, v ∈ V

∑
u∈U

guv ≤ G(v), ∀v ∈ V
∑
γ∈Γ

∑
e∈p:p∈Pγ

ypγf(γ) ≤ λc(e), ∀e ∈ E

ypγ ∈ [0, 1], ∀p ∈ Pγ , γ ∈ Γ

guv ∈ [0, 1], ∀u ∈ U, v ∈ V
(2)

Since Eq. (2) is a linear program, we can solve it in
polynomial time with a linear program solver. Assume that
the optimal solutions for Eq. (2) are denoted by ỹ and g̃, and

the optimal result is denoted by λ̃. As Eq. (2) is a relaxation
of the DP-JFG problem, λ̃ is a lower-bound result for this
problem.

In the second step, we determine how to install group entries
on each switch for default paths. We obtain an integer solution
ĝuv using the rounding method [19]. More specifically, we set
ĝuv = 1, which means that a group entry will be installed on
switch v for terminal u, with the probability of g̃uv . If ĝuv =
0, this means that all macroflows with destination u will be
forwarded through the OSPF link on switch v and there is no
need to install a group entry.

For each ĝuv = 1, we discuss how to choose other h −
1 forwarding ports/links at most besides the OSPF link for
macroflows Γu on switch v and how to determine the weight
of each next hop based on the solution of LP1. For ease of
expression, euv denotes the outgoing OSPF link from switch v
to destination u, and wu

v denotes the weight of euv in the group
entry. Let Eu(v) denote all the outgoing links connected with
switch v except euv , i.e., Eu(v) = E(v) − {euv}. For each
destination u, each link e ∈ Eu(v) will be assigned a weight
wu

e , initialized as 0, which denotes the weight of link in the
group entry. Note that, wu

v = wu
euv

.

Algorithm 1 RBDP: Rounding-Based Algorithm for DP-JFG
1: Step 1: Solving the Relaxed DP-JFG Problem
2: Construct a linear program LP1 in Eq.(2)
3: Obtain the optimal solutions ỹ and g̃
4: Step 2: Installing Entries for load balancing
5: Derive an integer solution ĝuv by randomized rounding
6: for ∀ ĝuv = 1 do
7: Compute f̃(v, u), zuv , wu

v with Eqs. (3),(4),(6)
8: for each e ∈ Eu(v) do
9: Compute zue with Eq. (5)

10: if zue ≥ 1
h−1 then

11: Add e into Pb
v,u and update wu

e with Eq. (7)
12: Add link e ∈ Eu(v)− Pb

v,u with zue > 0 into set Ps
v,u

13: if |Ps
v,u| > 0 then

14: Set h′ = min{h− 1− |Pb
v,u|, |Ps

v,u|}.
15: Compute zsv,u with Eq. (8)
16: for each e ∈ Ps

v,u do
17: p(e) = h′·zu

e
zs
v,u

18: Put links in h′ knapsacks with min-max weight
19: for for each knapsack j do
20: zj =

∑
e∈Pj

v,u
p(e)

21: Choose link e ∈ Pj
v,u with probability p(e)

zj
22: Update wu

e with Eq. (9) for the chosen link e
23: Install a group entry on switch v for terminal u and the

weight for each connected link e ∈ E(v) is wu
e .

Based on the solution of LP1, the total incoming traffic
forwarded to destination u on switch v is:

f̃(v, u) =
∑

γ∈Γu

∑
v∈p:p∈Pγ

ỹpγf(γ) (3)
The proportion of traffic through the OSPF link euv is:

zuv =

∑
γ∈Γu

∑
euv∈p:p∈Pγ

ỹpγf(γ)

f̃(v, u)
(4)
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The traffic amount through non-OSPF links is (1−zuv )f̃(v, u),
and the proportion of traffic through each non-OSPF link e ∈
Eu(v) is:

zue =

∑
γ∈Γu

∑
e∈p:p∈Pγ

ỹpγf(γ)

(1− zuv )f̃(v, u)
. (5)

Obviously, we know that
∑

e∈Eu(v) z
u
e = 1.

To guarantee the expected proportion of traffic through link
euv is zuv after randomized rounding, wu

v should satisfy:

(1− g̃uv ) + g̃uv · wu
v = zuv ⇒ wu

v =
zuv + g̃uv − 1

g̃uv
(6)

By the second set of constraints in Eq. (2), we have g̃uv ≥
1−zuv . To choose other appropriate h−1 outgoing links/ports
at most on switch v, the link set Eu(v), with zue > 0, is
divided into two subsets, Pb

v,u and Ps
v,u. First, we add each

link e ∈ Eu(v) with zue ≥ 1
h−1 into the set Pb

v,u and the
weight for link e is:

wu
e = zue · (1− wu

v ). (7)
That means, we will select each link e ∈ Pb

v,u as one next hop
and the weight for this link is wu

e in the group entry. After
that, we add each link e ∈ Eu(v) − Pb

v,u, with zue > 0, into
the set Ps

v,u. If |Ps
v,u| > 0, we compute h′ = min{h − 1 −

|Pb
v,u|, |Ps

v,u|}, which indicates that we still need to choose h′

links as default paths to destination u. Then, we compute the
total proportion of traffic through links Ps

v,u as follows:

zsv,u =
∑

e∈Ps
v,u

zue (8)

For each link e ∈ Ps
v,u, we define another variable p(e) =

h′·zu
e

zs
v,u

, Obviously, it follows that
∑

e∈Ps
v,u

p(e) = h′.
We put all links in Ps

v,u into h′ knapsacks so as to minimize
the total weight of all links in each knapsack. For each
knapsack j, assume that it contains a set of links, denoted
by Pj

v,u, and let zj =
∑

e∈Pj
v,u

p(e). One link e ∈ Pj
v,u will

be chosen with probability p(e)
zj

, and the weight of this link is:

wu
e =

zj · zsv,u · (1− wu
v )

h′ (9)
The weight for each link e ∈ E(v) in the group entry is wu

e .
The RBDP algorithm is formally described in Alg. 1.

B. Performance Analysis
This section proves the correctness of our RBDP algorithm

and analyzes its approximate performance. We give the fol-
lowing lemma according to the rounding operations.

Lemma 2: Our proposed RBDP algorithm can guarantee that
each macroflow γ will be forwarded through no more than h
outgoing links on each switch v ∈ V .

Proof: We consider all the macroflows Γu on switch v. By
the algorithm description, we divide the link set Eu(v), with
zue > 0, into two subsets, Pb

v,u and Ps
v,u. On one hand, all

links in set Pb
v,u will be chosen as default paths. On the other

hand, the algorithm chooses h′ links from set Ps
v,u. Moreover,

the OSPF link euv will be included. In all, the total output
ports/links on switch v ∈ V for Γu is |Pb

v,u|+ h′ +1 ≤ h.
Lemma 3: The total weight of all the chosen links, i.e., all

specified action buckets, configured in each group entry is 1.

Lemma 4: The RBDP algorithm can guarantee that the
expected traffic load on each link e is same as the solution
f̃(e) of the linear program LP1.
The proofs of lemmas 3 and 4 have been relegated to the
Appendixes A and B, respectively.

In the following, we analyze the approximation performance
of RBDP. Assume that the minimum capacity of all links is
denoted by cemin. We define two constant values as follows:

α = min{ λ̃c
e
min

f(γ)
, γ ∈ Γ}, α′ = min{G(v), v ∈ V } (10)

Under many scenarios, the macroflow intensity is usually
much less than the link capacity, because the macroflow
intensity is not more than the corresponding terminal-switch
link capacity [9] [12]. Besides, G(v) is much larger than 1
[5]. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that α ≫ 1 and α′ ≫ 1.
We give the approximation performance of our algorithm.

Theorem 5: The proposed RBDP algorithm guarantees that
the total traffic on any link e ∈ E will not exceed the traffic
of the fractional solution by a factor of 4 logn

α + 3.
Theorem 6: After the rounding process, the number of

required group entries on any switch v will not exceed
the number of available group entries G(v) by a factor of
3 logn

α′ + 3.
Due to space limit, we omit the proofs of theorem 5 and
theorem 6. The reader can refer to [9] [12] for the performance
analysis of the randomized rounding method.

Approximation Factors. Following from our analysis, by
forwarding all the flows on chosen paths, the capacity of links
will hardly be violated by a factor of 4 logn

α +3, and the group
table size constraint will not be violated by a factor of 3 logn

α′ +
3. By using the traffic controlling method, the intensity of all
the flows can be limited to specific values. Thus, we can reduce
the traffic of all flows by a factor of 4 log n

α + 3 to satisfy the
link capacity constraint.

Moreover, we want to address that the RBDP algorithm
can reach almost the constant bi-criteria approximation in
most situations. For example, let λ̃ and n be 0.4 and 1000,
respectively. The capacity of each switch-switch link will be
a bandwidth of 1Gbps at least. Observing the practical flow
traces, the maximum intensity of a macroflow may reach
10Mbps. Under this case, cemin

f(γ) will be 100. The approximation
factor for the link capacity constraint is 4. Since G(v) is
usually at least 102 [5], the approximation factor for the group
table constraint is 3.3. In other words, our RBDP algorithm
can achieve almost the constant bi-criteria approximation for
the DP-JFG problem in many practical network situations.
C. Complete RBDP Algorithm Description

Though the RBDP algorithm obtains the bi-criteria ap-
proximation performance for the DP-JFG problem, the group
table size constraint may not be satisfied after the random-
ized rounding process. Below we give the complete RBDP
algorithm so as to satisfy this constraint on all switches. The
complete RBDP algorithm consists of three main steps. The
former two steps are the same as those in Alg. 1. By theorem
6, some switches may violate the group table size constraint.
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Algorithm 2 Complete RBDP Algorithm Description
1: Steps 1 and 2: Same as that in Algorithm 1
2: Step 3: Removing Some Group Entries
3: Put all switches that violate the group table size constraint

in set V ′

4: while V ′ ̸= φ do
5: Select a switch v ∈ V ′ with maximum number of

required group entries
6: The terminals that have installed group entries on switch

v is denoted by Uv

7: Rank terminals u ∈ Uv with the increasing order of guv
8: for each terminal u ∈ Uv do
9: Remove the group entry for terminal u, until the

group table size constraint on v is satisfied.
10: V ′ = V ′ − {v}

Thus, the third step will remove some redundant group entries
so as to satisfy the group table size constraints on all switches.
Note that though the group entries for some macroflows are
removed, they will still be forwarded through OSPF links on
these switches. Let V ′ denote the set of switches that violate
the group table size constraint. We choose a switch v, which
requires the maximum number of group entries in V ′ by the
second step. The set of terminals, for which switch v has
installed group entries, is denoted by Uv . The algorithm ranks
all the terminals in Uv by the increasing order of g̃uv . We
remove the group entry for terminal u ∈ Uv one by one, until
the group table size constraint is satisfied on switch v. Then we
remove switch v from V ′. The iteration is terminated until all
switches satisfy the group table size constraint. The complete
RBDP algorithm is formally described in Alg. 2.

D. Discussion

• In this paper, we assume that the SDN has pre-deployed
terminal-based paths for simplicity. However, the pro-
posed algorithm is also applicable for other pre-deployed
path schemes. For example, assume that the network
has pre-deployed prefix-match paths based on egress
switches. To deal with this case, we only need to change
the variables related to destination u (e.g., guv and xu

e )
to variables related to egress switch ve (e.g., gve

v and
xve
e ). Specifically, variable gvev denotes whether switch

v needs to install a group entry for egress switch ve or
not, which is very similar to variable guv . So, our proposed
algorithm has decent applicability. We should note that d-
ifferent pre-deployed path schemes may require different
number of required flow entries and routing performance.
The pre-defined path scheme may be determined by the
application’s requirement.

• Due to frequent flow dynamics in a network, if we deploy
default paths statically, the network performance may
become worse. So, we should update the default paths
to avoid sub-optimal flow routes that may cause network
congestion. To deal with this challenge, we will re-run

the RBDP algorithm in the following situations. (1) The
topology changes, which will trigger the update of default
paths. (2) We compute the optimal load balancing factor
by LP1 at a suitable interval (e.g., 5 min), and compare
with the current load balancing factor. If the ratio between
the optimal and the current values is less than a threshold,
we should trigger the RBDP algorithm and update the
deployment of default paths in an SDN.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Performance Metrics and Benchmarks

We adopt six main metrics for performance evaluation of
our proposed algorithm. Since this paper studies how to deploy
default paths by joint optimization of flow/group tables on each
switch, we care for the use of flow/group entries and routing
performance, respectively. The former four metrics are the
maximum/average number of required flow/group entries on
all the switches in an SDN. After executing these algorithms,
we measure the number of installed flow/group entries on
each switch, and compute the maximum/average number of in-
stalled flow/group entries in an SDN. Moreover, we adopt link
load ratio (LLR) and network throughput factor (NTF) as two
metrics of the routing performance. During system running, we
measure the traffic load f(e) of each connected link e, and the
link load ratio is defined as: LLR = max{f(e)/c(e), e ∈ E}.
The smaller LLR means better load balancing. When there
is congestion on some links, we can only forward fractional
traffic to the destination. For each macroflow γ, the traffic of
δ · f(γ) at most can be forwarded from source to destination
without link congestion, where δ is the network throughput
factor, with 0 < δ ≤ 1 .

To evaluate how well our proposed algorithm performs, we
compare with other four benchmarks. The first benchmark is
the most widely used OSPF method [20]. Each switch will
construct the shortest path to each destination, that is, each
switch will install a flow entry for each terminal. Thus, the
number of required flow entries does not exceed the number
of terminals in a network. We will compare our algorithm
with this benchmark for routing performance while using the
same number of flow entries. The second one is ECMP [13],
which is widely applied for performance optimization in data
center networks. The ECMP method needs to install group
entries on switches when there exist some equal-cost paths to
the destination. Otherwise, flows will be forwarded through
the OSPF paths without the help of group entries. Since
the number of group entries is limited, the group table size
constraint may likely be violated by ECMP. To be practical,
the controller should remove some group entries on switches
so as to satisfy the group table size and action buckets
constraints. We denote this modified method as ECMP-G
for distinguishing with ECMP. The final one is DevoFlow
[11]. It combines pre-installed wildcard rules and dynamically-
established exact-match rules. We will compare our algorithm
with this benchmark for the number of required flow entries
while achieving similar network performance.
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Note that, to be fair, RBDP, OSPF, ECMP and ECMP-G
all adopt destination-based prefix-match scheme for default
paths in our simulations, so these methods require the same
number of flow entries. Moreover, as OSPF and DevoFlow do
not support the multi-path forwarding in our simulations, they
need no group entry accordingly. So, we just compare RBDP
with DevoFlow for the number of required flow entries and
compare RBDP with ECMP for the number of group entries.

B. System Implementation on Platform
1) Implementation on the Platform: We implement the

OSPF, DevoFlow, ECMP, ECMP-G and RBDP algorithms on a
small-scale testbed. Our SDN platform is comprised of three
parts: a controller, 7 SDN-enabled physical/virtual switches
and 6 virtual machines (acting as terminals). To expand the
testing topology and collect testing data conveniently, we
adopt the virtualization technology for system implementation.
Each open virtual switch (OVS, version 2.4.0) [21] and the
connected Kernel-based Virtual Machines (KVMs) are imple-
mented on a server with a core i5-3470 processor and 8GB of
RAM. The topology of our SDN testbed is illustrated in Fig. 6.
More specifically, {v1,u1},{v5,u2,u3,u4} and {v3,u5,u6} are
run on 3 servers, respectively. These servers (acting as one
virtual switch and several terminals) are connected with 4 H3C
S5120-28SC-HI switches (v2,v4,v6,v7), which support the
OpenFlow v1.3 standard. Besides, We use the OpenrDayLight
Lithium-SR1 release [22] as the controller software running
on another server with a core i5-3470 processor and 16GB
of RAM. Since the controller will not participate in data
forwarding, it is not explicitly included in Fig. 6 for simplicity.

Fig. 6: Topology of the SDN testbed. Our SDN testbed consists of 7
physical/virtual switches and 6 virtual machines.

2) Testing Results: We run three sets of testings on the
SDN platform. In each set, we generate 300 flows by default in
the network, and the expected traffic intensity for each flow is
1Mbps. Moreover, there are 20% elephant flows and 80% mice
flows to simulate the realistic scenario [11]. We first observe

the number of required flow/group entries on all switches. The
testing results are presented in Figs. 2-3. Fig. 2 shows that
DevoFlow and RBDP need 24 and 6 flow entries at most,
respectively. RBDP can reduce the number of required flow
entries by about 64% on average compared with DevoFlow.
That’s because DevoFlow combines aggregate routing and per-
flow routing while RBDP only adopts aggregate routing. Fig.
3 shows that RBDP and ECMP need 5 and 2 group entries
at most, respectively. Meanwhile, RBDP reduces the number
of required group entries by about 58% on average compared
with ECMP. That’s because our RBDP algorithm takes the
group table size constraint into consideration. The second set
of testing observes the link load by changing the number
of available group entries on each switch. Fig. 4 shows that
RBDP reduces the link load by about 42% compared with
ECMP-G while using the same number of flow/group entries.
Moreover, with the increase of the number of group entries,
the link load of RBDP is lower than that of DevoFlow. The last
group of testing shows the link load by changing the number
of flows in an SDN. The testing results in Fig. 5 indicate that
RBDP reduces the link load by about 28%, 45% and 60%
compared with ECMP, ECMP-G and OSPF, respectively, and
achieve similar routing performance as DevoFlow.

From the testing results, our RBDP algorithm can (1) reduce
the link load by about 60% compared with the OSPF method
using the same number of flow entries and additional 10%
group entries, and (2) achieve similar routing performance as
DevoFlow while reducing 64% flow entries. Moreover, our
proposed algorithm can (3) reduce the link load by about 45%
compared with ECMP-G using the same number of flow/group
entries, and (4) save the group entries about 58% compared
with ECMP, whose routing performance is worse than ours.

C. Simulation Evaluation
1) Simulation Setting: We select two practical topologies.

The first topology, denoted by (a), is for campus networks, and
contains 100 switches and 200 servers from [23]. The second
one is the fat-tree topology [24], denoted by (b), contains
80 switches and 128 servers. It has been widely applied in
many datacenters. For both topologies, each server runs 10
virtual machines (VMs), and each link has a uniform capacity,
10Gbps. We execute each simulation 100 times and average
the numerical results. The authors of [11] have shown that
less than 20% of the top-ranked flows may be responsible
for more than 80% of the total traffic. Thus, we allocate the
size for each flow according to this 2-8 distribution and the
expected traffic demand of each flow is 0.5Mbps. Besides,
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No. of Flow Entries Topology (a) Topology (b)
Max. Avg. Max. Avg.

DevoFlow 5k 4.4k 5k 4.5k
RBDP 2k 1.9k 1.28k 1.1k
ECMP 2k 1.9k 1.28k 1.1k
OSPF 2k 1.9k 1.28k 1.1k

TABLE I: Comparison on Number of Flow Entries

No. of Group Entries Topology (a) Topology (b)
Max. Avg. Max. Avg.

ECMP 1.4k 0.9k 1.1k 0.8k
ECMP-G 0.3k 0.23k 0.3k 0.24k

RBDP 0.3k 0.23k 0.3k 0.24k
TABLE II: Comparison on Number of Group Entries

the flow table size is set as 5k for the following reasons. On
the one hand, due to the high price and energy-consuming
of TCAM, SDN switch usually contains less than 5k flow
entries (e.g., Broadcom Trident has 4k flow entries [5]). On
the other hand, even if some commodity switches have lager
rules, these rules may have to be shared by various functions
(e.g., security, management and flow statistics collection [6]).
The number of available group entries for default paths is set
as 300 on each switch by default for the same reason.

2) Simulation Results: We run three sets of simulations
on two different topologies to check the effectiveness of
our proposed algorithm. The first set of simulations shows
the required flow/group entries by different algorithms in a
network which contains 300k flows (about 150 flows per VM).
We execute four algorithms on two different topologies, and
the simulation results are shown in Tables I and II. From Table
I, we can see that our proposed algorithm reduces the flow
entries about 60% compared with DevoFlow on average. For
example, for topology (a), RBDP only needs no more than 2k
flow entries while DevoFlow needs about 5k flow entries at
most and 4.4k flow entries on average. Note that, the number
of required entries for DevoFlow will increase with the number
of flows and there may contain millions of flows in some large
networks. Thus, it is highly meaningful to reduce the number
of flow entries that are used to support routing, so that more
flow entries can be reserved for supporting other policies [6].
Since only ECMP, ECMP-G and RBDP need to install group
entries on switches, we compare the use of group entries of
ECMP, ECMP-G and RBDP on both two topologies. Table II
shows that the number of required group entries of RBDP is
same as that of ECMP-G and fewer than that of ECMP. For
example, when there are 300k flows in topology (b), ECMP
needs about 1.1k group entries at most and about 0.8k group
entries on average while RBDP only needs about 0.3k group
entries at most and 0.24k group entries on average. In other
words, our proposed algorithm can reduce group entries about
70% compared with ECMP.

The second set of simulations mainly shows how the number
of flows affects the routing performance on two topologies.
We change the number of flows from 100k to 900k, and the
simulation results are shown in Figs. 7-10. Figs. 7 and 8 show
that the link load ratio increases with the number of flows
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for all algorithms. Our RBDP algorithm has decent link load
ratio performance on both two topologies. For example, when
there are 300k flows, the proposed RBDP algorithm reduces
link load ratio about 42% and 31% compared with the OSPF
method in topologies (a) and (b), respectively. Meanwhile,
RBDP can reduce link load ratio by about 25% compared
with ECMP-G using the same number of flow/group entries,
and achieve better link load ratio performance compared with
ECMP, which requires more group entries than ours illustrated
by Table II. Even compared with DevoFlow, which increases
the number of required flow entries about 60%, our proposed
algorithm also can reduce link load ratio about 13%. Figs.
9-10 indicate that the throughput factor decreases with the
number of flows in both two topologies. For example, when
there are 600k flows in topology (a), RBDP improves the
network throughput factor about 110% compared with the
OSPF method, and achieves better throughput factor compared
with DevoFlow and ECMP.

The last set of simulations shows how the number of
available group entries affects the routing performance on two
topologies. By default, there are 400k flows in Figs. 11-12.
These two figures show that, the link load ratio of our RBDP
algorithm is better than that of DevoFlow when the number of
available group entries is more than 250. Meanwhile, RBDP
can achieve lower link load ratio compared with ECMP-G
while using the same number of flow/group entries. For exam-
ple, when the group table size constraint is 600 in topology (a),
RBDP reduces link load ratio about 32% and 24% compared
with OSPF and ECMP-G, respectively. By default, there are
800k flows in Figs. 13 and 14. These two figures show the
throughput factor performance by changing the number of
available group entries on two different topologies. When each
switch contains 300 available group entries in topology (a), our
proposed algorithm can increase throughput factor about 98%
and 30% compared with OSPF and ECMP-G, respectively.

From these results, we can draw some conclusions. First,
from Table I, RBDP reduces the number of required flow
entries about 60% compared with DevoFlow. Second, RBDP
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reduces the number of required group entries about 70%
compared with ECMP from Table II. Third, from Figs. 7-10,
RBDP improves routing performance about 35% on average
compared with OSPF while using additional 10% group en-
tries, and improves routing performance about 13% on average
compared with DevoFlow while reducing the flow entries
about 60% and using additional 10% group entries. Moreover,
RBDP can achieve similar performance compared with ECMP
while reducing the number of required group entries by about
70%. Fourth, RBDP can increase routing performance about
30% compared with ECMP-G using the same number of
flow/group entries by Figs. 11-14.

V. RELATED WORKS

Since routing is a critical issue to achieve better network
performance in an SDN, there are many related works to
handle the routing problem. To provide the fine-grained flow
control, a natural way is to install one individual forwarding
rule for each flow. M. Al-Fares et al. [10] designed a dynamic
flow scheduling for datacenter networks that set up a rule for
every new flow in the network.

As the networks are experiencing more and more flows
while the commodity switches only contain a few thousand
TCAM entries [11] [15], these works can not be applied
directly to scenarios with a massive number of flows. This
challenge can be solved by dropping some flows or using
wildcard routing. Works [9] [25] dropped some flows so that
the controller could install per-flow rules for other flows with
flow table size constraint. However, since the dropped flows
can not be served, it reduces the user experience.

To serve all flows in the network and accommodate the flow
table size constraint, default path [11] is an efficient solution
for SDNs. Many works based on wildcard routing have been
proposed to minimize the rule space consumption. DevoFlow
[11] combined pre-installed wildcard rules and dynamically-
established exact rules. DomainFlow [26] divided the network
into two parts, one part using wildcard rules and another part

using exactly matching rules. However, these works did not
mention how to deploy default paths.

As in [11], OSPF was the widely-used method for
destination-based wildcard routing. However, these works suf-
fered from worse network performance, for many flows would
be forwarded through one single path. To improve the network
performance, multi-path forwarding has been proposed. ECMP
[13] was the most popular technique for spreading traffic
among available paths, which has been applied in [1]. ECMP
split a set of flows uniformly over a group of next hops
to achieve load balancing. WCMP [14] focused on how to
establish weighted multi-path to divide traffic based on the
hash table, which likely violated the action buckets constraint
in each group entry. Niagara [15] established weighted multi-
path through prefix and suffix. This problem was completely
different from ours.

All the above works can not achieve trade-off optimization
between the occupied flow/group entries and network per-
formance. The per-flow routing methods can achieve better
network performance while the required flow entries is much
more than the flow table size. Meanwhile, the previous default
path methods, such as OSPF and ECMP, may lead to worse
network performance, or can not satisfy the group table size
and action buckets constraints. Thus, this paper focuses on
deploying default paths to achieve better trade-off performance
by joint optimization of flow table and group table in an SDN.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have studied efficient deployment of de-
fault paths by joint optimization of flow table and group table
for an SDN. We have designed a rounding-based algorithm for
the DP-JFG problem. The testing results on the SDN platform
and the extensive simulation results on the Mininet show the
high efficiency of our algorithm.
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APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 3

Proof: By the algorithm description, for terminal u and
switch v, we divide all links in Eu(v) with zue > 0 into two
subsets, Pb

v,u and Ps
v,u. On one hand, according to Eq. (7),

the total weight of all links in Pb
v,u is :

wb
v,u =

∑
e∈Pb

v,u

zue · (1− wu
v ) (11)

On the other hand, by Eq. (9), the total weight of all links in
Ps

v,u is :

ws
v,u =

∑h′

j=1

zj · zsv,u · (1− wu
v )

h′ = zsv,u · (1− wu
v ) (12)

Combining Eqs. (8), (11) and (12), we have

wb
v,u + ws

v,u =
∑

e∈Pb
v,u

zue · (1− wu
v ) +

∑
e∈Ps

v,u

zue · (1− wu
v )

=
∑

e∈Eu(v)
zue · (1− wu

v ) = 1− wu
v (13)

Thus, the total weight of all the chosen links configured in
each group entry is wu

v + wb
v,u + ws

v,u = 1

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF LEMMA 4

Proof: Let f̃(e, u) and f̃(v, u) denote the traffic load on
link e and the traffic amount on switch v from macroflows Γu

by the linear program LP1, respectively. The algorithm derives
an integer solution ĝuv one by one. We consider the situation
that the controller processes the first variable guv . After the
rounding operation, if ĝuv = 1, we install a group entry on
switch v for terminal u. Otherwise, we forward all macroflows
γ ∈ Γu through the OSPF link from switch v to terminal u.
After rounding on variable guv , the traffic on switch v from
macroflows Γu is denoted by f̂t(v, u). This operation will not
affect the incoming traffic on switch v, i.e.,

f̂t(v, u) = f̃(v, u). (14)
Then, we consider the traffic load on the outgoing links from

switch v. The traffic load on link e ∈ E(v) from macroflows
Γu is denoted by f̂t(e, u) after the rounding process. We prove
that, for each link e ∈ E(v), E

[
f̂t(e, u)

]
= f̃(e, u), so that

this rounding operation will not affect the expected traffic load
of link e ∈ E. There are three cases of link e ∈ E(v).

1) If link e ∈ Pb
v,u, combining Eqs. (5), (6), (7) and (14):

E
[
f̂t(e, u)

]
= wu

e · f̂t(v, u) · g̃uv
= zue · (1− wu

v ) · f̃(v, u) · g̃uv

= zue · 1− zuv
g̃uv

· f̃(v, u) · g̃uv

=
∑

γ∈Γu

∑
e∈p:p∈Pγ

ypγf(γ) = f̃(e, u) (15)
2) If link e ∈ Ps

v,u, combining Eqs. (5), (6), (9) and (14):

E
[
f̂t(e, u)

]
=

p(e)

zj
· wu

e · f̂t(v, u) · g̃uv

=
p(e)

zj
·
zj · zsv,u · (1− wu

v )

h′ · f̃(v, u) · g̃uv

=
h′ · zue
zsv,u

·
zsv,u · (1− wu

v )

h′ · f̃(v, u) · g̃uv

=
∑

γ∈Γu

∑
e∈p:p∈Pγ

ypγf(γ) = f̃(e, u) (16)
3) If link e = euv , based on Eqs. (4) and (6), it follows:
E
[
f̂t(e, u)

]
= wu

v · f̂t(v, u) · g̃uv + f̂t(v, u) · (1− g̃uv )

=
∑

γ∈Γu

∑
euv∈p:p∈Pγ

ỹpγf(γ) = f̃(e, u) (17)
Thus, the expected traffic load on each link e is:

E
[
f̂t(e)

]
= E

[∑
u∈U

f̂t(e, u)
]
= E

[∑
u∈U

f̃(e, u)
]
= f̃(e)

(18)
Similarly, after we install the required group entries, the

expected traffic load on each link e is same as f̃(e).


